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Abstract: Corporate fnancial statements address multiple stakeholders’ needs. International Finan-
cial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), among others, allow two different classifcations, “by function 
of expense” and “by nature of expense”, for the statement of proft and loss and other compre-
hensive income for the period (from now on, also identifed in short as “Income Statement”, or 
“IS”). XBRL standards ensure compliance and consistency in fnancial statements’ drafting and 
fling. XBRL taxonomies refect the Income Statement IFRS disclosure requirement in the {310000} 
and {320000} codifcations, respectively. Given the recent EU enhanced regulations that proposed 
extend mandatory ESG reporting to SMEs, this study aims to design and recommend an additional 
Income Statement to embed structured Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) disclosure. A 
restatement of the IS is organised following an adjusted Value-Added perspective to ft the purpose of 
sustainability disclosure. The above-mentioned Income Statement should be suitable and adaptable 
for entities of any size and operating in any industry. This goal can be achieved through customised 
input weighting. Therefore, this applied research can fll a current fnancial ESG disclosure gap, 
ensuring fnancial statements’ comparability and encouraging additional mandatory disclosures 
through standardisation. Two more items in the XBRL (IFRS-based) structure are suggested, leading 
to the introduction of one fully structured statement “{330000}—Statement of comprehensive income, 
proft or loss, by Added Value, ESG based” and a semi-structured “{814000}—Notes—ESG Ratings and 
Reporting” to better discuss and disclose the assumptions and results of the ESG Statement. 

Keywords: XBRL; ESG reporting; value-added; sustainable fnancial disclosure; IFRS; sustainability; 
income statement; statement of comprehensive income; EU Taxonomy Climate Delegated Act; Non-
Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD) 

1. Introduction 

ESG disclosure is becoming increasingly regulated and essential to the stakeholders, 
more aware and sensitive to Environmental, Social, and Governance perspectives. Corpora-
tions play a signifcant role in the communities in which they operate [1–3]. Therefore, their 
accountability [4,5] should be considered, measured, and systematically disclosed to en-
sure transparency, comparability, and stakeholders’ awareness [6,7]. Attempts to measure 
and inform sustainability outcomes and fnancial performances have led to autonomous 
Sustainability Reports, discretionarily presented by the companies [8,9]. 

Structured fnancial statement disclosure, unlike ESG reporting, is enforced and highly 
regulated by laws, accounting standards, and other regulations [10–12]. EU law enforces 
large companies (“public-interest entities exceeding on their balance sheet dates the criterion 
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of the average number of 500 employees during the fnancial year”, Directive 2014/95/EU. 
This requirement integrates the previous Directive 2013/34/EU) “to disclose information 
on the way they operate and manage social and environmental challenges” [13], while all the 
other entities are likely to be soon expected to meet extended mandatory ESG reporting, 
according to the recent EU proposal [1,2]. 

The accounting process (see Figure 1) starts from (1) bookkeeping of companies’ 
transactions, followed by (2) trial balance, (3) fnancial statement disclosure, and (4) fnan-
cial statement analysis [14]. While sole traders and unincorporated entities are usually 
only expected to comply with the frst two steps of the accounting process, incorporated 
companies must provide additional disclosure through structured, standardised fnancial 
statements that many stakeholders analyse through fows and ratios [15]. In this research, 
the authors will refer to incorporated entities only, as sole traders’ and unincorporated 
entities’ disclosure remain limited. 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) issued by the International Ac-
counting Standard Board (IASB) apply to listed corporations of European countries and 
many others worldwide, resulting in the most popular accounting standards, followed 
by the US GAAPs (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles), along with many other 
accounting standards issued by national/local accounting professional bodies [16]. 
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classify structured data, its application was progressively extended to the notes to include 
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Corporate financial disclosure is essential to ensure transparency and accountability, 
and its filing according to the XBRL taxonomies is worldwide required. However, these 
standards still do not include any specific reference to the ESG disclosure. Therefore, this 
study traces the path to a further extension of the XBRL application to a standardised 
Sustainability Report. Although some attempts have been carried out to integrate finan-
cial and non-financial reporting [22] or to unify the XBRL reporting, using a “twin-track 
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3, where the current ESG reporting methodologies are presented and compared with the 
proposed XBRL-based application. Discussions and conclusions are then included in Sec-
tion 4 and followed by the limitations in Section 5. 
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The eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is the “open international standard 
for digital business reporting” [17]. Incorporated entities in most countries should submit 
their annual report to public registers (i.e., Companies Houses in the UK, SEC’s Edgar 
database in the US) codifed according to this standardised language and fle extension 
(XBRL) [18]. 

These standards aim to ensure accuracy (through formal mistakes avoidance and 
accounting equation balance), data processing automation, consistency, and comparability. 
Although the XBRL taxonomy was initially applied to the annual report schemes to better 
classify structured data, its application was progressively extended to the notes to include 
unstructured (text) data [19–21]. 

Corporate fnancial disclosure is essential to ensure transparency and accountability, 
and its fling according to the XBRL taxonomies is worldwide required. However, these 
standards still do not include any specifc reference to the ESG disclosure. Therefore, this 
study traces the path to a further extension of the XBRL application to a standardised 
Sustainability Report. Although some attempts have been carried out to integrate fnancial 
and non-fnancial reporting [22] or to unify the XBRL reporting, using a “twin-track 
approach” [23], the confguration of a new XBRL Income Statement suitable for ESG 
purposes has never been considered so far. 

In this research, Section 2 identifes materials and methods by defning research 
gaps and formulating three research questions. Framework and results are presented in 
Section 3, where the current ESG reporting methodologies are presented and compared 
with the proposed XBRL-based application. Discussions and conclusions are then included 
in Section 4 and followed by the limitations in Section 5. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

In this research, the authors started with the existing literature analysis on the fol-
lowing broad topics: ESG reporting, Sustainability Reports, XBRL applications, and f-
nancial statements regulations. Therefore, the investigation was extended to using the 
Value-Added Income Statement (VAIS) [24,25] and the existing ESG rating risk method-
ologies implemented by Sustainalytics [26] and MSCI [27] (which is also available in the 
Bloomberg database). 

However, the literature review just served as the grounding framework to shift ac-
counting practices by developing enhanced disclosures. 

Indeed, this research approach led to the identifcation of the following research gaps 
and related research questions: 

• XBRL taxonomies do not include ESG reports, but potentially only textual non-
fnancial information. 

• Value-Added Income Statements can better serve sustainability purposes. 

2.1. RQ1: Which Statement Can Better Represent the ESG Disclosure? 

Although (big) data analyses can currently rely on both structured, semi-structured, 
or unstructured data [28,29], the accuracy, easiness, and readiness of quantitative (struc-
tured and semi-structured) data is far more preferrable than qualitative (unstructured 
data) [30–33], particularly when the standardisation is achieved through the XBRL taxon-
omy [34]. The potential exploitation of fnancial statement databases by the stakeholders 
can undoubtedly be more straightforward in case of numerical statements, rather than 
descriptive notes. Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and Cash Flow Statement are currently 
the main quantitative-structured statements that disclose entities’ fnancial position. The 
Balance Sheet includes the resources and obligations of an entity at a particular time con-
sidered. The Income Statement records the value of the positive components of income 
(revenues) and negative ones (costs), illustrating their origin and composition. The Cash 
Flow Statement is aimed at ascertaining and illustrating the causes that explain the vari-
ation suffered by a certain fnancial resource in a given period of time, summarizing the 
incoming and outgoing movements that determined it in a scaled form. While the Balance 
Sheet is able to provide only “stock” values, referring to a given instant, and the Income 
Statement expresses fow values, referring to the economic dynamics, the Cash Flow State-
ment explains how the company has generated, employed, and collected liquidity. This is 
fundamental information for all the stakeholders that revolve around the company. The 
Income Statement, in particular, can be reclassifed according to different perspectives. 

2.2. RQ2: How Can the VAIS Be Duly Re-Stated to Serve Sustainability Purposes? 

In the Sustainability Report, Added Value is understood as the difference between rev-
enues and production costs that do not constitute remuneration for corporate stakeholders. 
From this point of view, the concept of Added Value adopted here differs from the more 
strictly accounting defnition because it adopts the methodology proposed in 2001 by the 
Study Group for the Social Report (GBS, “Gruppo di Studio per il Bilancio Sociale” [35]) in 
Italy, which allows us to consider and measure how much wealth has been produced, how 
it was produced, and how it is distributed among the stakeholders. The determination of 
the Added Value highlights the ability to generate wealth, in the reference period, for the 
beneft of the various stakeholders, while respecting the cost-effectiveness of management 
and the expectations of the interlocutors themselves. 

2.3. RQ3: Is It Feasible to Develop an ESG-Based VAIS XBRL Template? 

Like most exploratory research, the creation of a development model falls within the 
very purpose of the article and is based on the positivist research model. Positivism is a 
philosophical movement that was widespread in nineteenth-century Europe, infuencing 
philosophical thought and scientifc, historical, and literary thought. It bases knowledge on 
facts and derives certainty exclusively from the observation of the experimental sciences. 
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The use of the term “positive” reveals an ideology or a program of economic, social, or 
political action that sees science and technology as the foundation of its ideals and the 
tool to achieve them. All knowledge regarding matters is based on the “positive” data of 
experience; science is the only valid and practical knowledge. This research is qualitative, 
aimed at identifying a new disclosure model for companies’ fnancial and non-fnancial 
information. Therefore, the search for qualitative information attempts to describe a topic 
rather than measure it. Qualitative research is less structured and aims to investigate 
the case to gather information about people’s motivations, thinking, and attitudes. This 
framework provides a deep understanding of the research questions, making it more 
challenging to analyse the results. Therefore, a new theoretical framework is suggested 
to generate standardised ESG indicators/reports to disseminate better and consistently 
sustainability matters worldwide, supporting a transition to compulsory ESG extended 
disclosure for entities of any size (see Figure 2). Given that under the current regulations, 
apart from public interest entities (more than 500 employees), the ESG disclosure is merely 
voluntary, non-fnancial information can be eventually only included in the Notes to 
Financial Statements, under the anticipated mandatory standardised (enhanced disclosure), 
Sustainability, ESG Reports, and ESG Ratings will be included in the corpus of statements 
disclosure for any business. Convergence to the proposed, standardised model is suggested. 

The article structure follows the logical sequence of analysis performed. 
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Current and proposed frameworks are presented in the results section. Specifc anal-
ysis of (a) accounting standards, regulations, and fnancial statements requirements, (b) 
Sustainability and ESG Reports, (c) ESG rating methodology, and (d) current XBRL taxon-
omy and enhanced XBRL taxonomy proposed. Limitations are also separately identifed, 
and the model’s feasibility, application, and benefts are presented in the Discussion and 
Conclusion section. Moreover, the proposed framework is supported by the recent EU 
provisional agreement on the European Climate Law [1,2]. Companies are already increas-
ingly demonstrating their willingness to promote and build a corporate culture based on 
responsibility through activities based on social and environmental sustainability criteria, 
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thus disclosing transparent reports to all stakeholders [36]. This trend is likely to continue 
as supported by these new regulations. 

The main focus of this research is to design a suitable solution to combine mandatory 
ESG reporting with XBRL taxonomy. Implementation challenges associated with different 
entities’ sizes are also identifed and analysed. Therefore, the context of the regulation 
will be just introduced, providing the basic needed knowledge to the reader. At the same 
time, the authors focus more on the application, considered the most relevant contribution 
to the literature. This aim will be achieved by presenting a so-called “ESG Scoring Value-
Added Income Statement and Weighted Average ESG % Score”. This standardised disclosure 
follows existing approaches that proved very effcient in measuring and assessing business 
performances [36] and credit risk [37]. 

3. Framework and Results 

Since the end of the 20th century, sustainable initiatives and reforms have followed 
increased awareness of corporate responsibility matters, other than economic and fnancial 
performances, including climate change, environmental, social, and governance [38]. 

Corporate stakeholders range from a variety of interests more or less aligned with the 
companies’ ones. Different levels of strength characterise stakeholders’ connections and 
infuence with corporate actions. Multiple stakeholders gravitate around the company on 
orbits that vary according to the power of the interests they hold [39]. In the stakeholders’ 
galaxy (see Figure 3), the most substantial interests are those held by the stakeholders 
linked to the company by related contractual or legal obligations. 
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Transactions with shareholders (dividend distribution, capital contribution), distribu-
tors (fees on sales), suppliers (purchases), governments (taxes), professionals such auditors 
and lawyers (professional fee), customers (sales), employees (wages and salaries), and 
creditors (interest expenses, borrowings) are always recorded in the bookkeeping process 
and refected in the fnancial statements. Furthermore, many other entities indirectly hold 
stakes with the company. Among others, it is possible to consider business analysts, in-
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ternational authorities, local authorities, local community, unions, city and country, lobby 
groups, policy makers, insurers, competitors, media, earth, charities, and zealots. 

The need for corporate accountability in terms of spillovers and other externalities 
directly or indirectly generated by company operations has been increasingly recognised 
and enforced through regulations, protocols, and agreements. However, the ESG and 
sustainability disclosure is still mostly voluntary and discretionary. 

3.1. Accounting Standards, Regulations, and Financial Disclosure 

The International Accounting Standards (IAS, issued up to 2001) or International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS, starting from 2001) are accounting principles for the 
preparation of the fnancial statements issued by the IASB (International Accounting Stan-
dards Board) and approved by EU regulation. The introduction of international standards 
within the EU to prepare fnancial statements and consolidated fnancial statements took 
place in 2002. With the enforcement of the CE n. 1606/2002, the EU made it mandatory to 
adopt international principles in the consolidated fnancial statements of listed companies 
and banks and insurance companies starting from the 2005 fnancial statements. The pur-
pose of the IAS/IFRS is to create a common accounting language for companies operating 
within the European community to make easier and more transparent the comparison 
between the fnancial statements and the fnancial information of companies operating in 
different countries to beneft investors. Their application has been increasingly extended 
worldwide, and it is already trendy in many other countries and geographic areas outside 
the EU [40]. 

Since 2006, the incorporated entities expected to use the IAS/IFRS international ac-
counting standards for the preparation of the separate and consolidated fnancial statements 
are the following: 

• Listed companies; 
• Banks and fnancial intermediaries subject to supervision; 
• All companies issuing widespread fnancial instruments; 
• Unlisted insurance companies with reference only to the consolidated financial statements; 
• Listed insurance companies. 

The option, and not the obligation, to prepare the fnancial statements according to 
the IAS/IFRS standards is given to: 

• Companies included in the consolidation of companies obliged to prepare consoli-
dated fnancial statements in compliance with IAS; 

• Companies subject to the obligation of preparation or included in a consolidated 
fnancial statement [41]. 

The criteria for evaluating and presenting company accounts to stakeholders according 
to IAS/IFRS standards ensure advantages that can be refected on the company’s image 
and reputation. These are exceptionally signifcant aspects if the company plans, in the 
medium term, to join the stock market, and therefore to be listed on the stock exchange. 
Reliability and analysis of the accounts and business processes lead to identifying numbers 
representing an Added Value and an advantage for the companies that decide to apply 
these international standards. Finally, it is also possible to obtain a return of image even 
with customers and suppliers. 

The IAS/IFRS standards determine the use of specifc accounting criteria set on the 
fnancial nature of the fnancial statement information. The substance over form principle 
is based on which transactions are accounted for regarding their legal nature and their 
substantial intrinsic nature. The fair value method is also envisaged to evaluate certain 
assets/liabilities instead of the cost criterion. The fnancial statements drafted according 
to international accounting standards aim for fnancial statements to be also examined 
possible stakeholders outside the company. 

IAS/IFRS-compliant fnancial statements must include the following documents: 

• The Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet); 
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• The Statement of Comprehensive Income (Income Statement); 
• Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity; 
• The Cash Flow Statement, a document used to provide users of the fnancial statements 

with information on cash fows occurring during the year; 
• The Notes with the function of adding and clarifying information can be obtained 

from the fnancial statements [42]. 

3.2. Sustainability—ESG Reports 

EU regulations require large companies to disclose certain information on how they 
operate and manage social and environmental challenges. This disclosure obligation is 
intended to support investors, consumers, policy makers, and other interested parties 
in evaluating the non-fnancial performance of large companies by encouraging them to 
develop a responsible approach. 

Directive 2014/95/EU, also known as the Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD), 
sets the rules on disclosing non-fnancial information and on diversity by large companies. 
This Directive amends the Accounting Directive 2013/34/EU. Companies must include 
non-fnancial statements, in unstructured textual formats, in their annual reports starting 
in 2017. 

The Non-Financial Reporting Directive applies only to signifcant public interest 
companies with over 500 employees, resulting in approximately 6000 large companies 
and groups across the European Union, including banks, insurance companies, and other 
designated companies by national authorities as an entity of public interest. 

Under the Directive mentioned above, large companies must submit reports on the 
policies they implement concerning environmental protection, social responsibility and 
treatment of employees, respect for human rights, anti-corruption, and diversity on the 
boards of directors (in terms of age, gender, training, and professional background). 

Directive 2014/95/EU gives companies considerable fexibility in disclosing relevant 
information in the way they fnd most useful. Companies can use international, European, 
or national guidelines to produce their statements. For example, they can base their state-
ments on United Nations Global Compact, OECD guidelines for multinational companies, 
or ISO 26000. 

In June 2017, the European Commission published its guidelines to help compa-
nies disclose environmental and social information. However, these guidelines are not 
mandatory, and companies may decide to use international, European, or national policies 
based on their characteristics or business environment. Finally, it should be noted that, in 
June 2019, the European Commission published guidelines on reporting climate-related 
information, which in practice consist of a new supplement to the existing guidelines on 
non-fnancial reporting, which remain applicable. 

The European Commission initially determined the Action Plan on “Financing Sustain-
able Growth” back in March 2018. Furthermore, the recent EU Taxonomy Climate Delegated 
Act adopted by the European Commission on 21 June 2021 is part of a broader European 
Green Deal strategy, further recently enhanced on 4 June 2021 [43]. 

These acts not only are the most recent among many other international reforms that 
aim to tackle climate change (ranging from Kyoto Protocol (1997) to Paris Climate Change 
Agreement (2016)), but they are also the most relevant in terms of disclosure enforcement. 
Moreover, these regulations turn ESG reporting into mandatory disclosure while the 
European Commission implements suitable standards to reduce the green-washing risk. 

However, all the above are based on unstructured data generated in textual formats 
(eventually also reported in the Notes of the Financial Statements) to ensure greater fexi-
bility based on the specifc characteristics of the industries in which the companies operate. 

3.3. Current ESG Rating Methodologies 

An already existing and successful application mitigates the need for unstructured 
fexible information through numerical indicators, as is the case of ESG Ratings. These 
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ratings demonstrate that it is possible to achieve a comprehensive methodology that applies 
to all the companies, suitably adapted/adjusted for each industry. Examination of the 
existing literature, Sustainalytics, MSCI, and Bloomberg resulted in the most popular 
international providers of ESG Ratings. However, while Sustainalytics and MSCI disclosed 
their methodologies, the proprietary one developed by Bloomberg was not made public, 
and it is also limited to the oil and gas sector. Therefore, the authors’ analyses only focused 
on the two available methodologies. 

Indeed, measuring externalities (both positive and negative) is challenging. Many 
other market players usually infuence the effect generated by the company action. There-
fore, externalities cannot be easily (entirely) attributed to a specifc entity, and determining 
the weight of contribution can be even more diffcult. However, Sustainalytics and MSCI 
seem to have implemented and tested consistent alternative methodologies to overcome the 
challenges. Both companies tested their models and achieved statistically reliable rankings. 
Both methods use a combination of quantitative-structured and qualitative-unstructured 
data referring to the industry (and sub-industry) and the specifc company (such as 10-
k, Sustainability Reports, proxy report, AGM results). The main limitation that can be 
identifed is that the examined methodologies seem to focus mainly on governance and 
sustainability rather than environmental matters. This concern is not surprising, as little 
data can be placed in the disclosures and matched with specifc risks. 

The rating scale used by Sustainalytics is based on a generally mixed ESG outcome 
that ranges from Negligible, Low, Medium, High, to Severe. The rating scale used by MSCI 
ranges from AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, to CCC. However, there is no specifc indication of 
how each factor (Environmental, Social, and Governance) contributed to the attributed 
rating when tested in the respective websites’ research engines. 

However, given that the MSCI ESG Ratings are also available in Bloomberg Terminals 
(not to be confused with the proprietary ESG Ratings developed by Bloomberg itself) [44], 
it can be noticed that specifc scores are attributed to the Environmental Social and Gover-
nance elements. Moreover, the average of these detailed results does not match the overall 
outcome, suggesting that variable weights are attributed to each component. 

3.4. XBRL Taxonomy and Value-Added Income Statement 
3.4.1. Current Taxonomy 

The most popular XBRL taxonomy is considered for this article purposes. Namely, 
the last updated, adopted to submit fnancial statements compliant with the IAS/IFRS 
accounting standards [45]. 

As already recently highlighted by a report published by the Spanish Central Bank [46], 
“The multiplicity of standards and recommendations and the fact that there is still no XBRL 
taxonomy for ESG reporting, which would make this data computer-readable, means that 
analysts have to go through usually lengthy pdf documents to extract the key information 
they require for their analysis, whether it is for supervisory, credit assessment, investment or 
other purposes”. According to the authors, this situation usually results in ESG disclosure 
provided in a separate document, non-XBRL compliant. 

However, although in textual unstructured format, it is still possible to argue that ESG 
disclosure could still be included in the XBRL taxonomy, namely in the general residual 
codifcation “{880000} Notes—Additional information” (Appendix A, Table A1). 

3.4.2. Value-Added Income Statement 

In Sustainability Reports, Value-Added is considered as the difference between the 
revenues and costs of production. It can be therefore considered as the “difference between 
revenues and costs incurred for the purchase of production factors from other companies, and thus 
represents the value that the internal production factors of the company, risk capital and labour, 
have “added” to the inputs attained from outside” [47]. 

Added Value (or Value-Added) in sustainability studies assumes a different meaning 
than in the accounting feld. Indeed, it can be referred to the methodology suggested 
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in 2001 by the Study Group for the Social Report (GBS, “Gruppo di Studio per il Bilancio 
Sociale” [35]) in Italy. Mei [48–50] and Manni [51–54] further refned the methodology 
above. According to this perspective, the Added Value can bridge the Sustainability Report 
with the Financial Statements. Added Value production and distribution allow fnancial 
statements analyses from the stakeholders’ points of view (see Figure 4). 
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The Added Value generated by the production (intended as a difference between 
customer revenues and raw production factors) is distributed to different contributing 
capitals with peculiar priorities and proportions. Although the ranking is set by contracts 
(labour, purchase, fnancing) or by law (taxation), the proportions may vary, depending on 
the company’s performance (see Figure 5). 
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Addressing “RQ1—Which Statement can better represent the ESG disclosure?” and 
“RQ2: How can the VAIS be duly re-stated to serve sustainability purposes?” the above 
fndings safely and consistently demonstrate that the VAIS seems to be the most appropriate 
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statement to disclose ESG matters. The proposed extended Value-Added Income Statement 
rooted on the Italian GBS Model implemented back in 2001 further reinforce the validity of 
this approach by better mapping and matching stakeholders and returns. 

3.4.3. Enhanced Taxonomy 

Given the above-presented fndings, supported by the existing literature [22,23,49–54], 
it is now possible to address “RQ3: Is it feasible to develop an ESG-based VAIS XBRL template?” 
by developing a new enhanced VAIS, considered the primary outcome of this research. 

The frst step was to add new codes to the existing taxonomy (Appendix A, Table A2), 
listed below. 

{330000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by Added Value, ESG-based 
{814000} Notes—ESG Ratings and Reporting 

The essential XBRL coding that can be added to the existing taxonomy is presented 
below. 

[ . . . ] 
<presentationLink xlink:type=“extended” xlink:role=“http://www....*” xlink:title=“[330000] 
Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by added value, ESG-based”> 
</presentationLink> 
[ . . . ] 
<presentationLink xlink:type=“extended” xlink:role=“http://www....*” xlink:title=“[814000] 
Notes ESG Ratings and Reporting”> 
</presentationLink> 
[ . . . ] 
* “xlink” is intentionally left incomplete to avoid preferences 

The second step in the model implementation identifed the most suitable approach 
in applying the ESG scores to the VAIS. According to the most relevant literature [55] 
and following the already developed methods adopted by the rating agencies, a fexible 
Weighted Average ESG Score was selected. 

Identifying subtotals (margins) in the Income Statement helped to match the Value-
Added distributions to the stakeholders. Therefore, detailed specifc weighted ESG scores 
can be further assigned to each IS item leading to better disclosure. 

Financial and non-fnancial stakeholders are expected to be considered in the fnal 
ESG outcome, consistently and thoughtfully disclosing ESG matters through a detailed 
combination (Weighted Average) of multiple scores based on semi-structured data analyses. 

The list of all the stakeholders and sub-scores provided in Figure 6 can be considered 
a general design. All the Financial Stakeholders are usually essential. A zero weight can 
be eventually assigned if the related capital is missing (i.e., company fully fnanced by 
equity, in which no interest expenses are accrued). However, inclusion and exclusion of 
any non-fnancial stakeholders can be considered as they might depend on the infuence 
and relevance to the specifc company/industry. 

A rating-based scale could be prepared after testing a suitable sample to assess risks 
and companies’ responsibility in the medium-long term, to be further refned over time. 
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3.4.4. Overcoming Implementation Challenges 

This model does not come without specifc challenges. Accountants, regulators, and 
stakeholders more in general must balance the trade-off between a transparent, complete 
disclosure and the cost of its achievement. Despite its benefts in terms of standardisation 
and error reductions, the XBRL taxonomy encountered practitioners’ resistance since its 
very frst introduction [56]. Indeed, it generates additional costs in terms of training, 
software development, and time-consuming fling processes [57,58]. The development of a 
weighted scoring system can undoubtedly be considered even far more complex. 

According to the authors’ perspective, however, the implementation of such a model 
can still be feasible, if the below steps are followed: 

1. A specifc expert panel should be appointed by the EU to identify the relevant stake-
holders to be considered and the variables to be included in the model; 

2. Massive and extended testing, using the big data (already available) should lead to 
refned ESG rating systems, customised after suitable sector segmentation; 

3. Freeware, user-friendly (possibly automated) software should be provided to the 
entities to help minimising the implementation costs; 

4. Continuous update and model refnement. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Increased awareness in corporate social responsibility progressively leads to enhanced 
regulation extending the enforcement of non-fnancial disclosure previously only voluntar-
ily prepared. 

ESG reporting has been considered thus far as an additional non-fnancial source of 
information to be disclosed as a separate document outside the XBRL framework. Financial 
statements more often already include some pieces of ESG information. However, they can 
be only and eventually disclosed through unstructured or semi-structured textual forms in 
the residual code “{880000} Notes—Additional Information”. 
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The authors identifed the need for a structured, regulated, and quantitative ESG-
based statement in the form of a Value-Added Income Statement. 

Income Statement re-stated in a Value-Added perspective has already been considered 
and successfully presented by relevant literature in the past to serve CSR purposes. The 
VAIS is further developed and matched with weighted ESG scores consistently assigned 
to fnancial and non-fnancial stakeholders according to their relevance in the proposed 
model. 

Two additional items in the XBRL (IFRS-based) structure are suggested, leading to the 
introduction of one fully structured statement, “{330000}—Statement of comprehensive 
income, proft or loss, by Added Value, ESG based” and a semi-structured “{814000}— 
Notes—ESG Ratings and Reporting”, to better discuss and disclose the assumptions and 
results of the ESG Statement. 

According to the authors, given its complexity, the development, weighting choice, 
and preparation of ESG-based-VAIS should be delegated to independent external entities 
(such as Sustainalytics or MSCI), as in the case of the credit-risk rating agencies. These 
entities should be accredited by the EU commission, demonstrate independence, and 
ensure high-quality shared standards. 

Although this is an expensive option that will charge an additional economic burden 
to the companies, it can be considered the best alternative to ensure transparency and avoid 
green-washing practices. 

Combining mandatory ESG reporting and XBRL can be considered the natural and 
necessary subsequent step to ensure and enforce fair and comparable CSR disclosure. 
Therefore, this research addresses three complementary research questions and follows a 
modelling methodology to track the path for future shifts in the regulatory framework. 

The model proposed in Figure 6 ensures compliance to different challenging needs as 
it is, at the same time: 

- Flexible enough, in the weighting attribution; 
- Structured to ensure comparability and consistency; 
- XBRL-based to enforce its preparation according to an international standard; 
- Scoring-oriented to provide a systematic uniform result. 

Compared to the previous literature [22,23] that suggested combining existing inte-
grated sustainability reporting, this research presents a feasible model to integrate and ft 
the ESG disclosure into a weighted, rating-oriented Income Statement. Empirical analyses 
using the proposed module will be separately demonstrated in future research (under 
development and almost completed). 

5. Limitations 

This research is limited to a general modelling design of a feasible and valuable 
application of the currently available technologies and practices. Model testing is expected 
to be performed soon. The successful implementation of the model mainly depends on the 
impact it will generate on the policy makers. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. Current IFRS, XBRL compliant taxonomy. 

Code Description Data Type 

{110000} General information about fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{210000} Statement of fnancial position, current/non-current structured 
{220000} Statement of fnancial position, order of liquidity Structured 
{310000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by function of expense Structured 
{320000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by nature of expense Structured 
{410000} Statement of comprehensive income, OCI components presented net of tax structured 
{420000} Statement of comprehensive income, OCI components presented before tax Structured 
{510000} Statement of cash fows, direct method Structured 
{520000} Statement of cash fows, indirect method Structured 
{610000} Statement of changes in equity Structured 
{710000} Statement of changes in net assets available for benefts Structured 
{800100} Notes—Subclassifcations of assets, liabilities and equities Semi-structured 
{800200} Notes—Analysis of income and expense Semi-structured 
{800300} Notes—Statement of cash fows, additional disclosures Semi-structured 
{800400} Notes—Statement of changes in equity, additional disclosures Semi-structured 
{800500} Notes—List of notes Unstructured 
{800600} Notes—List of accounting policies Unstructured 
{810000} Notes—Corporate information and statement of IFRS compliance Unstructured 
{811000} Notes—Accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and errors Unstructured 
{813000} Notes—Interim fnancial reporting Unstructured 
{815000} Notes—Events after reporting period Unstructured 
{816000} Notes—Hyperinfationary reporting Unstructured 
{817000} Notes—Business combinations Unstructured 
{818000} Notes—Related party Unstructured 
{819100} Notes—First time adoption Unstructured 
{822100} Notes—Property, plant and equipment Semi-structured 
{822200} Notes—Exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources Semi-structured 
{822390} Notes—Financial instruments Semi-structured 
{823000} Notes—Fair value measurement Semi-structured 
{823180} Notes—Intangible assets Semi-structured 
{824180} Notes—Agriculture Unstructured 
{824500} Regulatory deferral accounts Semi-structured 
{825100} Notes—Investment property Semi-structured 
{825480} Notes—Separate fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{825700} Notes—Interests in other entities Semi-structured 
{825900} Notes—Non-current asset held for sale and discontinued operations Semi-structured 
{826380} Notes—Inventories Semi-structured 
{827570} Notes—Other provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets Semi-structured 
{831150} Notes—Revenue from contracts with customers Semi-structured 
{831400} Notes—Government grants Semi-structured 
{832410} Notes—Impairment of assets Semi-structured 
{832610} Notes—Leases Semi-structured 
{832900} Notes—Service concession arrangements Semi-structured 
{834120} Notes—Share-based payment arrangements Semi-structured 
{834480} Notes—Employee benefts Semi-structured 
{835110} Notes—Income taxes Semi-structured 
{836200} Notes—Borrowing costs Semi-structured 
{836500} Notes—Insurance contracts Semi-structured 
{836600} Notes—Insurance contracts (IFRS 17) Semi-structured 
{838000} Notes—Earnings per share Semi-structured 
{842000} Notes—Effects of changes in foreign exchange rates Semi-structured 
{851100} Notes—Cash Flow Statement Semi-structured 
{861000} Notes—Analysis of other comprehensive income by item Semi-structured 
{861200} Notes—Share capital, reserves and other equity interest Semi-structured 

{868200} Notes—Rights to interests arising from decommissioning, restoration and 
environmental rehabilitation funds Semi-structured 
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Table A1. Cont. 

Code Description Data Type 

{868500} Notes—Members’ shares in co-operative entities and similar instruments Semi-structured 
{871100} Notes—Operating segments Semi-structured 
{880000} Notes—Additional information Semi-structured 
{901000} Axis—Retrospective application and retrospective restatement Semi-structured 
{901100} Axis—Departure from requirement of IFRS Semi-structured 
{901500} Axis—Creation date Semi-structured 
{903000} Axis—Continuing and discontinued operations Semi-structured 
{904000} Axis—Assets and liabilities classifed as held for sale Semi-structured 
{913000} Axis—Consolidated and separate fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{914000} Axis—Currency in which information is displayed Semi-structured 
{915000} Axis—Cumulative effect at date of initial application Semi-structured 
{990000} Axis—Defaults Semi-structured 

Table A2. Proposed IFRS, XBRL compliant taxonomy that includes ESG reporting. 

Code Description Data Type 

{110000} General information about fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{210000} Statement of fnancial position, current/non-current Structured 
{220000} Statement of fnancial position, order of liquidity Structured 
{310000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by function of expense Structured 
{320000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by nature of expense Structured 
{330000} Statement of comprehensive income, proft or loss, by Added Value, ESG-based Structured 
{410000} Statement of comprehensive income, OCI components presented net of tax structured 
{420000} Statement of comprehensive income, OCI components presented before tax Structured 
{510000} Statement of cash fows, direct method Structured 
{520000} Statement of cash fows, indirect method Structured 
{610000} Statement of changes in equity Structured 
{710000} Statement of changes in net assets available for benefts Structured 
{800100} Notes—Subclassifcations of assets, liabilities and equities Semi-structured 
{800200} Notes—Analysis of income and expense Semi-structured 
{800300} Notes—Statement of cash fows, additional disclosures Semi-structured 
{800400} Notes—Statement of changes in equity, additional disclosures Semi-structured 
{800500} Notes—List of notes Unstructured 
{800600} Notes—List of accounting policies Unstructured 
{810000} Notes—Corporate information and Statement of IFRS compliance Unstructured 
{811000} Notes—Accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and errors Unstructured 
{813000} Notes—Interim fnancial reporting Unstructured 
{814000} Notes—ESG Ratings and Reporting Semi-structured 
{815000} Notes—Events after reporting period Unstructured 
{816000} Notes—Hyperinfationary reporting Unstructured 
{817000} Notes—Business combinations Unstructured 
{818000} Notes—Related party Unstructured 
{819100} Notes—First time adoption Unstructured 
{822100} Notes—Property, plant and equipment Semi-structured 
{822200} Notes—Exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources Semi-structured 
{822390} Notes—Financial instruments Semi-structured 
{823000} Notes—Fair value measurement Semi-structured 
{823180} Notes—Intangible assets Semi-structured 
{824180} Notes—Agriculture Unstructured 
{824500} Regulatory deferral accounts Semi-structured 
{825100} Notes—Investment property Semi-structured 
{825480} Notes—Separate fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{825700} Notes—Interests in other entities Semi-structured 
{825900} Notes—Non-current asset held for sale and discontinued operations Semi-structured 
{826380} Notes—Inventories Semi-structured 
{827570} Notes—Other provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets Semi-structured 
{831150} Notes—Revenue from contracts with customers Semi-structured 
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Table A2. Cont. 

Code Description Data Type 

{831400} Notes—Government grants Semi-structured 
{832410} Notes—Impairment of assets Semi-structured 
{832610} Notes—Leases Semi-structured 
{832900} Notes—Service concession arrangements Semi-structured 
{834120} Notes—Share-based payment arrangements Semi-structured 
{834480} Notes—Employee benefts Semi-structured 
{835110} Notes—Income taxes Semi-structured 
{836200} Notes—Borrowing costs Semi-structured 
{836500} Notes—Insurance contracts Semi-structured 
{836600} Notes—Insurance contracts (IFRS 17) Semi-structured 
{838000} Notes—Earnings per share Semi-structured 
{842000} Notes—Effects of changes in foreign exchange rates Semi-structured 
{851100} Notes—Cash Flow Statement Semi-structured 
{861000} Notes—Analysis of other comprehensive income by item Semi-structured 
{861200} Notes—Share capital, reserves and other equity interest Semi-structured 

{868200} Notes—Rights to interests arising from decommissioning, restoration and 
environmental rehabilitation funds Semi-structured 

{868500} Notes—Members’ shares in co-operative entities and similar instruments Semi-structured 
{871100} Notes—Operating segments Semi-structured 
{880000} Notes—Additional information Semi-structured 
{901000} Axis—Retrospective application and retrospective restatement Semi-structured 
{901100} Axis—Departure from requirement of IFRS Semi-structured 
{901500} Axis—Creation date Semi-structured 
{903000} Axis—Continuing and discontinued operations Semi-structured 
{904000} Axis—Assets and liabilities classifed as held for sale Semi-structured 
{913000} Axis—Consolidated and separate fnancial statements Semi-structured 
{914000} Axis—Currency in which information is displayed Semi-structured 
{915000} Axis—Cumulative effect at date of initial application Semi-structured 
{990000} Axis—Defaults Semi-structured 
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